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Abstract 
Micro-scale numerical simulation were often used to study the deformation, flow or heat transfer mechanism of 
material, among the simulation, one important step is to get simulation mesh. Taking rock as an example, this paper 
illustrated a method of creating pore-scale finite element calculation mesh from rock Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM) image with image processing toolbox of MATLAB, Algolab Raster to Vector Conversion Toolkit and 
COMSOL Multiphysics software. It established a more accurate numerical model of the microscopic pore structure 
of rock. Simulation results demonstrate that the method is efficiency in the application of image processing and the 
study of microscopic pore structure. 
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1. Introduction 
The application of the images has existed for thousands of years. Microscope image first appeared in 
seventeenth Century, which promoted the development of medical science. The black-and-white images 
appearing in 1858 and the colorful in 1924 had a significant impact on the culture, art and social life for 
human beings. Satellite remote sensing images and CT images of medicine using computer technologies 
didn’t come out until 1972, making a great difference in scientific research. Digital Image Processing 
means that the image signals can be transferred into numerical data, and then the data is analyzed by 
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computer, which is a comprehensive and a wide- range new science involving in computer technology, 
microelectronic technology, optical technology, mathematical analysis and other fields[1].  
In China, professor Yang firstly applied CT recognition technology to the rock damage identification 
in 1995[2]. His achievements were rich and set a solid foundation for the farther researches. In 1999, 
Huang Mingli observed a whole process from initiation, propagation to coalescence of microcracks in 
rock specimen under uniaxial compression by using SEM. 1n 2003, M. Auset and A.A. Keller S. 
Sirivithayapakorn, presented experimental evidence of the effect of colloid exclusion from areas of small 
aperture sizes, using direct observations at the pore-scale using a realistic micro-model of porous media. 
In 2006, using image segmentation technology and edge detection technology, Liu Hui[2] obtained the 
realistic micro-structure image of rock, and analyzed the damage propagation of rock under different 
stages. In 2010, Gong Weili, Li Chen[3] proposed a methodology based on wavelet multi-resolution 
analysis for visualization and multiscale-anisotropic-detailed characterization of pore space for complex 
porous media at microscopic scale. The image processing technology was conducted for a “sub-pixel” 
scale analysis of the resulting SEM images. 
The further research of the damage of the rock, coal and gas in the deep underground is limited by the 
opacity of microscopic pore structure. In the petroleum industry, the study on the pore structure is still the 
core of the microscopic research on the reservoir of oil and gas. The experts and scholars usually build the 
pore-scale FEM model using digital image processing technology to do numerical analysis, in order to 
carry out numerical simulation of microcosmic flow in porous media. In a word, the technology of 
transferring the rock SEM images into FEM is very important. 
2.Convertting a SEM image to a binary image 
This paper used a image processing toolbox of MATLAB. The image processing toolbox software is a 
collection of functions that extend the capability of the MATLAB numeric computing environment. It 
supports a wide range of image processing operations, including spatial image transformations, image 
registration, and so on. 
Fig.1 (a) is a rock SEM image. Green areas are on behalf of rock matrix, black region stands for the 
pore. Firstly, Fig.1 (a) should be turned into a grayscale image. Secondly, enhance the contrast of image 
and convert the grayscale c to a binary image as Fig.1(e) shows. Finally, erode the binary image, when 
done, you will get a mew image as Fig.1(f) shows.  
Fig.1 (b) is a histogram of image Fig.1 (a). The horizontal axis of the histogram shows its brightness 
level, whose range from the left side of 0 (dark color) to the right of 255 (bright color), dividing the 
brightness of the photos into 256 levels. The vertical axis represents the number of pixel at every 
brightness level. the higher the peaks are, the more the number of pixel is. 
 
   
(a)                                                              (b)                                                                 (c) 
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(d)                                                              (e)                                                                 (f) 
Fig.1. (a) a SEM image˗(b) a histogram of the image a˗(c) a grayscale intensity image converted from the image a;(d) a 
histogram of the image c; (e) a binary image of c; (f) binary erosion image 
The processes discussed above can be realized by the following codes[4,5]: 
a=imread('filename. jpg'); 
m1=imshow(a); 
b=rgb2gray(a); 
figure;imhist(b);  
ylim('auto'); 
c=histeq(b); enhances the contrast of images 
figure;imshow(c); 
figure;imhist(c); 
ylim('auto'); 
e=im2bw(c);  
figure,imshow(e); 
se=strel('disk',1); 
f=imerode(e,se);  
figure,imshow(f) 
Now, we also have the option of providing a description. a=imread('filename. jpg') reads a color image 
from the file specified by the string filename. If the file is not in the current folder, or in a folder on the 
MATLAB path, specify the full pathname. m1=imshow(a) displays the color image a. b=rgb2gray(a) 
converts the true color image a to the grayscale intensity b. It converts a image to grayscale by 
eliminating the hue and saturation on information while retaining the luminance. figure creates figure 
graphics objects. Figure objects are the individual windows on the screen in which the MATLAB 
software displays graphical output. imhist(b) displays a histogram for the image b above a gray scale 
color bar. If b is a grayscale image, imhist uses a default value of 256 bins. If b is a binary image, imhist 
uses two bins. ylim('auto') sets the axis limit mode to auto. When the axis limit modes are auto (the 
default), MATLAB uses limits that span the range of the data being displayed and are round numbers. 
c=histeq(b,x) enhances the contrast of images by transforming the values in an intensity image, or the 
values in the colormap of an indexed image, so that the histogram of the output image approximately 
matches a specified histogram. In this paper, I didn’t specify x, histeq created a flat x. e=im2bw(c,l) 
converts the grayscale c to a binary image. The output image e replaces all pixels in the input image with 
luminance greater than value 0 (black). This paper didn’t specify l, it used the value 0.5. se = strel('disk', 
R) creates a flat, disk-shaped structuring element, where R specifies the radius. R must be a nonnegative 
integer, I specified R=1. disk is one of the flat structuring elements. f=imerode(e,se) erodes the grayscale, 
binary, or packed binary image e, returning the eroded image f. The argument se is a structuring element 
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object or array of structuring element objects returned by the strel function. If e is logical and the 
structuring element is flat, imerode performs binary erosion; otherwise it performs grayscale erosion. If e 
is an array of structuring element objects, imerode performs multiple erosions of the input image, using 
each structuring element in se in succession. 
Obviously, the differences before and after the corrosion can be distinguished from elliptical red part 
in Fig.1(e) and Fig.1 (f). The satisfactory images would be acquired by changing the value of R. If 
necessary, the expansion function can be used to replace the corrosion function. Then, it is available to 
select a method from Sobel Method, Prewitt Method, Zerocross Method, Canny Method and Laplacian of 
Gaussian Method, and analyze image 2 based on edge detection by edge function. 
3. Algolab Raster to Vector Conversion Toolkit Processing 
Algolab Raster to Vector Conversion Toolkit converts architect, mechanical and various technical 
drawings, maps and other types of line artwork including black and white graphics for books and journals 
from raster to vector formats. With Toolkit a paper drawing can be scanned, line artwork automatically 
recognized and represented in a vector format that then can be imported to your CAD or drawing program.  
Recommended steps are: 
(1) Open Algolab Raster to Vector Conversion Toolkit. 
(2) From the file menu, select open and then navigate to Fig.1 (e). 
(3) Select the setting dialog box from recognition toolbar, click map in the recognition types dialog 
box that appears. You also can change parameters by pressing edit button. Any change in these 
parameters for one recognition type does not affect the parameters for another recognition type. Each 
recognition type is fully defined by these parameters. The most important thing is choosing vectorization 
by outlines. 
(4) From the recognition menu, click vectorization. 
(5) From the file menu, click output option menu item, select dxf format. There are additional option 
that can be selected, such as Ai format, emf format, wmf format and Txt format. When done, you will get 
a vectorization model file named v.dxf. 
4. Creating Free Meshes 
In this paper, the complement of the finite element relies on the COMSOL Multiphysics. This software 
is a high-level numerical simulation software, which is wildly used in various fields of scientific research 
and engineering calculations and regarded as the first direct-coupled multi-physics analysis software by 
the scientists in the world. 
The starting point for the finite element method is a mesh, a partition of the geometry into small units 
of a simple shape, mesh elements. It is possible to create free, mapped, extruded, revolved, swept, and 
boundary layer meshes. The mesh generator creates free meshes, also referred to as the free mesher which 
is available in all space dimensions, and you can use it for all types of geometries regardless of the 
topology and shape of geometry. This paper created free meshes. 
To obtain the FEM model with these steps[5]: 
(1) Open the Model Navigator of COMSOL Multiphysics, and choose the right module.  
(2) From the file menu, select import CAD Data from File and then navigate to v.dxf. Fig.2 (a) shows 
that. On the CAD Import Options page, select do not knit, then click ok. After you click import button on 
the import CAD data from file dialog box, you can see a new model as Fig.2 (b).  
(3) Click the coerce to solid button on the draw toolbar. When done, the geometry in the drawing area 
on your screen show now look like in the Fig.2 (c), then click the split object button on the draw toolbar.  
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(4) Select the object which corresponds to the pore region with the mouse, copy it by pressing Ctrl+C, 
then press Ctrl+A to select all objects, delete all objects by pressing the delete key. 
(5) Paste the copied object by pressing Ctrl+V, then click OK in the Displacement dialog box that 
appears. 
(6) When you click the zoom extents button on the main toolbar to center the geometry in the field of 
view like that in the Fig.2 (d).  
(7) Now, you can click the scale button on the modify submenu in the draw menu, type 1e-6 in the x 
and y edit fields. Click ok. Click the zoom extents button once again. 
(8) Open the free mesh parameters dialog box from the mesh menu, click the custom mesh size button 
on the global page, then edit the parameters, click the remesh button, when the mesher has finished, click 
ok. Table1 summarizes free mesh parameters. 
Fig.2 (e) shows a close-up view of the FEM model, the entire model covers 561ȝm by 453ȝm. Fig.2 (f) 
is a detail drawing of the red ellipse selected in Fig.2 (e). When done, you can be of further research. For 
example, you can solve for velocities and pressures of pore fluids using the Navier-Stokes equations for 
Cartesian coordinates. 
 
   
(a)                                                              (b)                                                                       (c) 
    
(d)                                                              (e)                                                                       (f) 
Fig. 2. (a) importing v.dxf˗(b)a new model after importing˗(c)coercing to solid ; (d) pore-scale model; (e) FEM model; (f) detail 
drawing 
Table 1. Free Mesh Parameters 
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Item Value 
maximum element size 1e-4 
maximum element size scaling factor 1 
element growth rate 1.3 
mesh curvature factor 0.3 
mesh curvature cutoff 0.001 
resolution of narrow region 1 
resolution of geometry 50 
The obtained calculation mesh can be directly used in micro-scale simulation and other mechanism 
studies, such as listed in the references [6] and [7]. 
5. Conclusions 
Using Digital Image Processing theory, vector conversion technology and FEM generation principle, 
This paper mainly introduces a method of transferring images into infinite element, which is flexible and 
simple, and can be applied to all sorts of images. Finally the FEM model can be used to study the theory 
of the deformation and damage pattern of rock, which can benefit the study of the numerical simulation of 
seepage flow in fractured porous media a lot, making the study cheaper and more efficient. 
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